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The bumps are what you climb on

When feelings of frustration, frustration, or loneliness hit, readers can find strong encouragement for Warren Wiersbe's solid teaching. In Bumps is what you Climb On, he extracts wisdom from the Bible and helps those who face difficult days to respond with faith and hope. These thirty-short meditations spark fresh optimism to solve new
challenges. They show readers how to trust God's promises, benefit from forgiveness, find doctrines, add joy to life, and much more. With Wiersbe's uplifting, affordable teaching and empowering problems, bumps are what you Climb On is also useful as a pious to any believer, anytime. - Fado xin chào, quý khách đang cần hà trư? (làm
việc từ T2 -&gt; Chấất)- Vui lòng hoñn tiện ích dưới: A little boy led his sister up a pretty hard mountain trail. She complained: Why, it isn't a path at all, it's all rocky and bumpy. Her brother replied: Of course, bumps are what you climb on. This is a remarkable piece of philosophy. What are you doing with bumps on your way of life? Jews
are written for Christians who are climbing the mountain and are tired of bumps. The writer tells them the key to walking on mountaintops, to set eyes on Jesus (Hebrews 12:1-2). Don't let life get you down. Don't let the rough road cause you to take a detour or relax or go back. Fix your eyes on Jesus and you will be able to climb on
bumps. One day Charlie Brown complained because his team always lost their games. Lucy tried to console him by saying, Remember Charlie Brown, you learn more from your wins than you did from your victories. And Charlie Brown replied: This makes me the smartest man in the world! God puts balance in our lives, good and bad. The
main thing is not to look at ourselves, our circumstance, our troubles, or bumps on the road, but to fix our eyes on Jesus and bumps will be what we climb to! -Steve Johnson Are there bumps in your path? Use them to climb higher! We can't prevent crises from happening, but we can make the most of them. In Bumps is what you climb
On, trusted Bible teacher Warren W. Wiersbe offers solid hope and comfort to those times when you have to face frustration, depression, frustration, or loneliness. With wisdom directly from the Word of God, these thirty short, accessible chapters will help you through these difficult times and help you respond with strong faith. These
meditations will help you rediscover (or perhaps discover for the first time) an upbeat outlook that can help you face every new day or week. They show how to trust God's promises, gain the benefits of forgiveness, find learning, and add joy to your life. You don't have to let bumps trip you up. Control your journey with a glimpse into this
Book. The name BUMPs is what you climb to author(s) Warren Wiersbe ISBN 9780801018817 Trim Paperback Pages 160 Publisher Baker No reviews for this product. Bumps are what you climb to: encouragement of tough days with Warren W. Wiersbe 340 ratings, 4.44 average rating, 48 testimonial bumps Is What You Climb on
Quotes Shows 1-24 out of 24 You may think that you are insignificant in the great plan of God, but you don't. You are extremely important to God—so much that Jesus died for you, and the Holy Ghost lives in you. You may seem small in your eyes, and that is good; for God resists the pride, but gives grace to the humble. However, don't
let your humility become sin by making you believe that you can do nothing for God's sake. God can use you to help Him accomplish His will on this earth. - Warren W. Wiersbe, bumps are what you climb on: Encouragement on difficult days Many people try to avoid looking back. To make sure that there is an incorrect way to look back; it
is wrong to look back on the sins and failures and defeats of the past. It can only make you fail even today. But it is good to look back to see where we have been and what the Lord has done for us and through us. Warren W. Wiersbe, bumps are what you climb on: Encouragement for difficult days at this stage of your experience, hold the
truth that God loves you, and don't let anyone steal it away from you. Conditions can assail you; Satan can accuse you; your Christian friends may even abandon you, but God loves you just as He did when He gave Jesus to die for you on the cross. Your circumstances have changed and your feelings have changed, but God's love has
not changed. When you feel God's love in your heart, your faith will become stronger and you will be able to thank. - Warren W. Wiersbe, Bumps is what you climb: Encouragement for difficult days A little boy led his sister up the mountain road and the road was not too easy. Why, this isn't a path at all, the little girl complained. It's all rocky
and bumpy. And her brother replied, Of course, bumps are what you climb on. This is a remarkable piece of philosophy. - Warren W. Wiersbe, bumps are what you climb on: Encouragement on difficult days We can't depend on our own rule because we are weak and ignorant. And we can't depend too much on the rules of others because
they are as weak and ignorant as we are. The only thing we can rely on is the reign and reign of Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior. If He is on the throne of our lives, then we can face tomorrow with courage and conviction. - Warren W. Wiersbe, bumps are what you climb to: encouragement on difficult days Sometimes the path is level
and easy, and birds sing and kind is wonderful. But sometimes the road is rocky and bumpy, and we hear no music and feel no helping hand. So what? Complain? Give up? No, it is time to remember god's promise: For He will give his angels responsibility for thee to keep you in all ways. God's invisible army is at your disposal, and God
can see you through. Charlie – Warren W. Wiersbe, BUMPS is What You Climb On: Encouragement in Difficult Days All Quotes Quotes By Warren W. Wiersbe Click Image to Open An Extended View Show More We Can't Prevent A Crisis From Happening. But we can successfully deal with them. In the classic book, Bumps is what you
climb on, Warren W. Wiersbe offers a steady hope and comfort in times of depression, frustration, frustration, or loneliness. He acquires wisdom from the Bible and offers it thirty short, accessible meditations that guide readers to respond with faith, trust in God's promises, benefit from forgiveness, find reasoning, and add joy to life. Ideal
for pious and quiet times. Show more Item Number 005784078 Length 8.40 Binding Paperback Language English Medium Format Paperback Supporters Warren W. Wiersbe (author) Publication Date 2016-01-01 Tips Non-Fiction Height 0.50 Width 5.40 Pages 160 Product Group Books ISBN13 9780801018817 Publisher Baker
Publishing Group ISBN10 0801018811 Are there bumps on your way? Use them to climb higher! We can't avoid bumpy spots on the road to life, but we can make the most of them. In Bumps is what you climb On, trusted Bible teacher Warren W. Wiersbe offers solid hope and comfort to those times when you have to face frustration,
depression, frustration, or loneliness. With wisdom directly from the Word of God, these 30 short and accessible chapters will help you through these difficult times and help you respond with strong faith. These meditations will help you rediscover (or perhaps discover for the first time) an upbeat outlook that can help you face every new
day or week. They show how to trust God's promises, take advantage of forgiveness, find sitting, and bring joy to life. You don't have to let bumps trip you up. Take control of your journey with insight and encouragement in this book. In Logos edition, bumps are what you Climb On: the encouragement of difficult days is enhanced by
amazing functionality. Scripture citations are directly related to English translations, and important terms are related to dictionaries, encyclopedias, and many other resources in your digital library. Run effective searches to find exactly what you're looking for. Use the discussion with you using tablet and mobile apps. With Logos Bible
Software, the most effective and comprehensive research tools are in one place so you get most of your research. Study.
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